First-principles density functional theory computations of electronic structure and local magnetic properties of the non-fluctuating ground state of Ni x Pd 1−x alloy system around its quantum critical point x c = 0.026 have been performed. The density of states at the Fermi energy and certain other parameters characterizing the Ni 3d -Pd 4d hybridization apparently follow power-laws with x similar to that obeyed by the reported ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition temperature. The width of Pd 4d density of states (DOS) and centroid of Ni 3d DOS show peak-like anomalies in the neighbourhood of x c , and so indicate a possible scenario of the existence of a definite relation between the orbital hybridization and the emergence of quantum fluctuations in the system.
Introduction
Quantum phase transitions (QPT's) [1, 2, 3, 4] , i.e. transitions taking place at zero temperature, have recently become a subject of intense research in theoretical and experimental condensed matter physics. These transitions are driven by zero temperature quantum fluctuations and are accessed by knowledge. Thus, using DFT for computations of ground state properties of systems undergoing a QPT and comparing the results with experiments would perhaps be the first, although still very small, step in this direction.
In this scenario and with the above motivation, we take in this work the Ni x Pd 1−x alloy system to represent the class of materials exhibiting QPT, compute the ground state electronic and local magnetic properties of the system across the QCP by DFT, and seek any correlation with the experimental quantum-fluctuation driven properties reported in the literature [4] .
Calculational details
The full-potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW) method of DFT as implemented in the code Wien2K [18, 19] was employed to perform the present calculations. The generalized gradient approximation as introduced by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [20] was taken as the exchangecorrelation functional. Pure Pd and Ni crystal structures were constructed in the cubic Fm3m space group. The lattice parameters were then optimized by calculating the total energy at different volumes and fitting the result to the Birch Murnaghan equation of state [21, 22] for both Pd and Ni. In order to construct the structures of Ni x Pd 1−x alloys with x = 0, 1 and in the vicinity of x c , the following strategy has been adopted: out of very many possible combinations n, l, m of generating Pd supercells of sizes n × l × m, only the smallest supercell volume combinations have been taken in such a manner that replacing just the (0, 0, 0) Pd by Ni suffices to create the particular Ni x Pd 1−x alloy. The purpose of taking the smallest supercells has been to minimize the computational cost. Since the study is a comparative one, computational accuracy for any individual x is not very crucial, and hence this strategy of computation should be good enough. The x values and the corresponding supercells are listed in Tab. 1. The equilibrium lattice constants for each of the supercells were once again obtained by the same method as for Pd and Ni. Further, the atomic coordinates were relaxed in all the impurity cases to reduce the atomic forces to less than 1 mRy/au. In the FLAPW method, the basis function is set differently in two regions -non overlapping muffin-tin sphere of radius R MT , and the remaining interstitial region -around an atom. In the muffin-tin region, the potential is taken to be atom-like and atomic spherical wave functions are used. In the interstitial region, on the other hand, the electrons behave like plane waves. In present calculations, the R MT value for both Ni and Pd atoms are taken to be 2.5 au. x supercell size 0.02 4 × 3 × 1 and 2 × 2 × 3 0.027 3 × 3 × 1 0.03 4 × 2 × 1 and 2 × 2 × 2 0.04
The maximum multipolarity of the spherical wavefunctions has been taken as 10, while the length K max of the maximum wavevector for the plane-wave basis set has been limited by R MT × K max = 7.0. The charge density was Fourier expanded up to G max = 12. For sampling of the Brillouin zone, a k-mesh with 110 irreducible k-points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone was used. For each concentration both unpolarized and spin-polarized self-consistent field calculations were performed.
Results and Discussion
The first step of analysis is to see which of the non-magnetic and ferromagnetic states is more stable for a particular x according to the calculations, and whether the inferences are consistent with the existing experimental reports [4] . For this, the difference ∆E between the total energies from the spin-polarized (E sp ) and unpolarized (E un ) calculations (∆E = E sp − E un ) for each composition has been calculated and plotted against x in Fig. 1 . Two features can be identified in the figure: (i) All the points corresponding to n × l × 1 supercells vary more or less smoothly with x, while if m = 1 cases are categorized separately, the point corresponding to the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of this category is scattered far away. For this reason, it would not be inappropriate to consider just the n × l × 1 supercells for further analyses. Therefore, only the n × l × 1 supercells are being analysed hereafter. (ii) For small x, the points corresponding to the n × l × 1 supercells can be shown to follow a x 3/4 dependence, as displayed in the inset of Fig. 1 . This is almost the same as the variation T c ∼ (x − 0.026) 3/4 of the FM-PM transition temperature T c with x as reported by Nicklas et al. [4] . With these kinds of highly simplified structures, approximating (x − 0.026) 3/4 to x 3/4 must be acceptable. This gives further strength to the strategy of taking only n×l ×1 supercells for further analyses. Figure 2a shows the total densities of states (TDOS's) from unpolarized calculations for all the studied compositions with n × l × 1 supercells (Tab. 1). An examination of the figure suggests that on incremental introduction of Ni, the shape of the Pd (x = 0) TDOS gets modified systematically in such a way that each of the three major peaks, as well as the whole TDOS, broadens. This is an indication of some hybridization between certain Pd and Ni orbitals [23] . This aspect will be investigated further later. At this point, it would be interesting to see the behaviour of the 'TDOS at the Fermi energy' N(E F ) with x, as displayed in Fig. 2b . From the figure, a powerlaw dependence of N(E F ) on x similar to that of T c on x as reported by Nicklas et. al. [4] can be observed beyond x = 0.02. Assuming the Stoner exchange integral I for the onset of ferromagnetism [24] to be slightly less than the 1/N(E F ) value for pure Pd, i.e., I ∼ 1/2.62 ∼ 0.38, we can say that ferromagnetism appears in the system at x = 0.02 and gets stronger according to a power law with x, in agreement once again with the existing report of dependence of T c on x [4] . The assumed value ∼ 0.38 of I is not different from the value (0.39) reported by Hong and Lee [25] . This way, taking n × l × 1 supercells for the analyses is further justified.
The TDOS's from spin-polarized calculations are shown in Fig. 3a . Qualitatively the same inferences can once again be drawn for each spin component as for the corresponding unpolarized cases. It would further be interesting to see the x dependences of the magnetic moments on Ni and its nearest neighbour Pd, as derived from the spin-polarized calculations and shown in Fig. 3b . An overall increasing trend of the moments on both the atoms with incremental addition of Ni to Pd can be observed for small Ni concentrations from the figure. This observation can be understood as follows: Ni as an impurity in Pd host is known to induce ferromagnetic spin-polarization of Pd conduction electrons and give rise to giant moments in its vicinity [26, 27] . This way, moments on both Pd and Ni are likely to increase with Ni doping on an average for low Ni concentrations. However, a smooth variation may not be obtainable from the calculations (as is observable from Fig. 3b ) because the model structures taken in the calculations are far different from and far simpler than real experimental samples [27] . We would now investigate the afore mentioned hybridization between certain Pd and Ni orbitals. According to the calculations, the local DOS's of Ni and Pd are dominated by 3d and 4d partial DOS's (PDOS's), respectively (not shown). It would thus be sufficient to compare the 3d PDOS of impurity Ni and 4d PDOS of its nearest neighbour (NN) Pd. The Pd 4d PDOS's for x = 1 and Ni 3d PDOS's for x = 0 are shown in Fig. 4a . That there are variations in both the types of PDOS's with x, which in turn are indicative of Ni 3d-Pd 4d hybridization, is apparent at the first sight of the figure. For further analysis, we adopt the method of semi-quantifying hybridizations from DOS's as used in our previous work [23] . For this, we determine the width (w Ni ), centroid (c Ni ) and height (h Ni ) of the Ni 3d PDOS's and the width (w Pd ) and centroid (c Pd ) of the NN Pd 4d PDOS's, and then look at their variations with x. An increase in hybridization then would be signalled as a concurrent widening and lower energy shifts of the centroids of the two PDOS's, and simultaneous increase and decrease of the width and height of a particular PDOS [23] . Plots of w Ni and w Pd versus x, w Ni and h Ni versus x, and c Ni and c Pd versus x are shown in Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c, respectively. The above mentioned variations, characteristics of an increasing Ni 3d-Pd 4d hybridization with x, can be readily observed from the figures. This leads to the first outcome of the study that the Ni 3d-Pd 4d hybridization increases monotonically on introducing Ni impurities incrementally into Pd matrix. Existence of Ni 3d-Pd 4d hybridization in diluted P dNi alloys has been reported earlier in a photoemission study [28] , while such x-dependence has not been studied. However, there is another interesting observation associated with all the curves in Figs. 5a -c: apart from the systematic variations with x as men-tioned above, each curve possesses an anomaly in the vicinity of x c = 0.026. A close observation suggests that w Ni has a somewhat steep rise around x c and then increases with a power-law like trend, if a linear background is subtracted. This can be likened with the power-law x dependences of T c and N(E F ) and hence may have a correlation with the occurrence of magnetic order in Pd on Ni doping. A concurrent but opposite trend is shown by h Ni and c Pd . This reverse nature of the two quantities is quite likely from the hybridization point of view as discussed above. However, w Pd and c Ni exhibit a rather sharp peak and a similar dip, respectively, around the QCP, over and above the quite apparent monotonic power-law-like increase or decrease with x. These peak-like anomalies certainly can not arise due to the presence of quantum fluctuations at the QCP, since such fluctuations are not implementable in the calculations. But, then there is no explanation for the occurrence of these exceptions. Keeping in mind the smooth variation of the total energy of the supercells and the concurrent behaviours of other quantities with the onset of magnetic order, the anomalies can perhaps also not be discarded as mere artefacts. This way, there appears to be a definite relation between the orbital hybridization of the non-fluctuating ground state and the emergence of quantum fluctuations in the Ni x Pd 1−x alloy system. Exactly what this relation could be can however not be determined or explained at this stage.
Conclusion
We have computed electronic and local magnetic properties of the nonfluctuating ground state of Ni x Pd 1−x alloy system across the quantum critical point by first-principles density functional theory. The simplest model structures constructed with the smallest possible n × l × 1 Pd supercells, the (0, 0, 0) atom of which is replaced by Ni, have been chosen for the study. The primary reason to choose the n × l × 1 structural constructions has been that the total energy for these varies smoothly with x. The density of states at the Fermi energy follows a power-law with x similar to that obeyed by the experimental ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition temperature. The local magnetic moments on the impurity Ni and nearest neighbour Pd atoms have a monotonic increase with x. The study gives rise to two main outcomes (i) the Ni 3d-Pd 4d hybridization increases monotonically, and according to the occurrence of magnetic order, on introducing Ni impurities incrementally into Pd matrix, and (ii) the hybridization is anomalous at the QCP, which is indicative of a possible scenario of the existence of a definite relation between the orbital hybridization and the emergence of quantum fluctuations in the Ni x Pd 1−x alloy system.
